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FUSION/HENNIG TENDERS FULL ROUGH PRODUCTION FROM 
KAO MINE (LESOTHO) IN DUBAI 

 
Dubai, UAE; 22 September 2014: The Dubai Diamond Exchange (DDE), a DMCC platform, 
is pleased to host the Fusion/Hennig September KAO Rough Diamond Tender.  
 
The tender is taking place for the first time in Dubai on September 21-24, 2014 and offers 
the full run-of-mine production of the KAO mine located in Lesotho. It will comprise of over 
30,000 carats encompassing the full range of sizes and assortments, including large and 
special stones. Included are three exceptional stones; a 23ct pink, 35ct yellow and 51ct 
yellow.  
 
On the occasion of the diamond tender Minster of Mining, The Honorable Tlali Khasu, also 
met with Ahmed Bin Sulayem, Executive Chairman, DMCC, to discuss future opportunities.  
 
Peter Meeus, Chairman of DDE said: “In a challenging rough market, we welcome 
Fusion/Hennig’s decision to reach out to its international clients from our facilities in Almas 
Tower. Their tenders further complete the DDE platform and it is encouraging to see leading 
industry players of this calibre choosing to offer a full run-of-mine production to traders in 
Dubai.” 
 
Adam Schulman, CEO, Fusion Alternatives, stated: “The KAO production is a premier 
production from Lesotho, and part of the Fusion/Hennig Tender stable. Further extending our 
monthly tenders and global reach, we are delighted to now offer the KAO production at our 
tender in Dubai and offer clients in this emerging hub an opportunity to purchase this 
production.” 
 
Due to the strong interest in the tender, viewing appointments are limited. To request an 
appointment please email rough@fusionalternatives.com.  
 

---ENDS--- 
 
Note to Editors 
 
Dubai Diamond Exchange is a DMCC platform and a leading diamond centre based in 
Almas Tower. From buyers to sellers to service providers - Everything the industry require in 
terms of infrastructure and a marketplace is available under one roof in a secure 
environment at Almas Tower including: The Dubai Diamond Exchange (DDE), vaulting, 
boiling, polishing, certification and transport services and the Kimberley Process Certification 
Scheme 
 
Fusion Alternatives is the leading specialist in operating international Diamond Tenders. 
Fusion Tenders are renown within the global diamond market for its professional and 
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transparent diamond tenders offering its international clients with the full range of diamond 
tendering and value-added services.  
 
KAO Diamond Mine is the largest diamond-bearing diamond pipe in Lesotho and the fourth 
largest is South Africa and Lesotho. The mine produces a broad spectrum of sizes and 
qualities including exceptional large white and fancy coloured stones on a regular basis. 
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